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Chargesheet full movie 2011

Story: Retired top cop Gambhir Singh (Dev Anand) wants to bring home his errant son-in-law (Divya Dutta), after she walks out on her husband and son to pursue her dream of becoming a star. But he was involved in a murder case, when he was shot in a guest house housing a film unit, led by Jackie Shroff and financed by Naseeruddin Shah, an Indian gangster based in Dubai. Will Gambhir Singh clear
his name. More importantly, will he catch India's most wanted gangster, Naseer? Film Review: Actually speaking, a Dev Anand film defies all rating systems. Just because of the fact that this cinema doyen is still making movies and still has so much to say.... Yes, on the Chargesheet also he condemns the corruption that has frightened the police and reminds the nation there are lawbreakers still waiting to
be arrested outside the borders. But more than all this, he still sees himself as the main protagonist: hero to age, complete with hat, stick, button collar and scarf, leading the investigation in a case that somehow has the nation's interests at heart and involves the Interior Minister (Amar Singh, neta) as well. Time and again, you have Dev Anand hanging out with Amar Singh who gives him seven days to
solve the case and catch don absconding as well. Needless to say, this is the most comic scene of the film. Other actors are quite irrelevant, including random girls and boys who keep flying on screen. Dev saab takes care of all the drama.... And to be honest, sit to the end to watch him. ChargesheetTheatrical release posterDirected byDev AnandProduced byDev AnandScreenplay byDev
AnandStarringJackie ShroffDivya DuttaNaseeruddin ShahDev AnandDevshi KhanduriMusic byAD Boyz, King Kashif &amp; Sanjay Jaydeep Lyrics - Neeraj, Anant JoshiCinematographyChaman K. BajooEdited byDev AnandAshok BandekarDistributed byWarner Bros.Navketan InternationalRelease date 30 September 2011 (2011-09-30) CountryIndiaLanguageHindi Chargesheet is a Bollywood crime thriller
drama film directed by veteran Dev Anand, Jackie Shroff, Naseeruddin Shah and Divya Dutta , while Riya Sen appears in item numbers and features Devshi Khanduri's debut. The film is named after official documents of the allegations prepared by law enforcement agencies in India. The album was released on September 30, 2011, to mixed reviews and failed at the box office due to multiple releases
around the same time. It was Dev Anand's last work before he died on December 3, 2011. [1] The film's synopsis is based on the death of the late Divya Bharti and the mystery surrounding it, as even today the circumstances of his death are unknown. [2] It also focuses on the criminal lives of ordinary people. Actor Dev Anand as Gambhir Singh Jackie Shroff as Mahesh Divya Dutta as Mini Shah as Sultan
Milind Gunaji as Jimmy Yashpal Sharma as Suraj Shehzad Khan as Marian Devshi Khanduri as Cham Cham (debut) Riya Sen as a Special Appearance in the Item Number Soundtrack the song written by Chargsheet music was created with unparalleled passion by Dev Anand.No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s)Length1. Chargesheet - Anant JoshiSanjay JaydeepSunidhi Chauhan 2. Chargesheet (Men's
Version)Anant JoshiSanjay JaydeepShaan 3. Bollywood BollywoodAnant JoshiSanjay JaydeepSunidhi Chauhan, Shreya Ghoshal 4. Sapnon ki Hoon Main RaniAnant JoshiSanjay JaydeepAsha Bhosle 5. Har Dil Akela AD BoyzAsha Bhosle 6. Mera Ishq Bhi Tu, Mera Pyar Bhi TuNeerajRaja KashifShankar Mahadevan Critical reception Chargesheet opened to mixed reviews and failed at the box office.
[Citation needed] Reference ^ Bollywood legend Dev Anand died at the age of 88 in London ^ Dev Anand for solving the case of Divya Bharati in the Chargesheet External link Chargesheet in Bollywood Hungama Chargesheet on IMDb This article about the 2010s Hindi film is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Taken from Cast: Dev Anand, Jackie Shroff, Riya Sen, Divya Dutta, Naseruddin
Shah, Yashpal Sharma, Milind Gunaji, Chirag PatilDirector: Dev Anand'Chargesheet' were full of surprises from the start. The film was made under the banner of Warner Brothers in collaboration with Navketan Films. However, after a few minutes someone began to wonder why Warner Brothers could produce such a depressing film. The film opens in Dubai where underworld don Naseeruddin Shah
promises his stash of a big-budget Bollywood film. It's again a matter of wonder why an actor of Shah's caliber could do such bad acting. However, the audience soon loses all admiration as the story, if any, moves to Mahabaleshwar.Don's mistress comes to Panchgani where she meets film director Jackie Shroff who is more than happy to accept a film financed by don. It seems that every actor competes
with the other to come up with a worse acting. It's still easier to tolerate Shroff in late night herbal tea ads than on the 'Chargesheet'. The director, who has made many hit films with Minnie Singh (Divya Dutta) in the past, doesn't want to repeat it anymore because the underworld doesn't want to launch his stash through the film. Minnie threatens the director to expose their liaison in front of her family and
the director suddenly decides to get her killed through the underworld. Meanwhile, Minnie also tries to seduce the hero Suraj (Chirag Patil) from the film to recommend her as a hero but she also refuses to comply. Minnie threatens him too and the hero also decides to get him killed. Suddenly a man breaks into the hero's room and threatens him to return home. This man happens to be his father-in-law
Gambhir Singh (Dev Anand), a former high-profile police officer. Minnie threatened him too, but this guy didn't mention the underworld. He tried to kill Minnie at the time with his bare hands. Somehow, he spared Minnie's life, but she was killed that night alone. Now, the police are chasing a chase Singh's life is determined to solve this case. Dev Anand's track record in recent years stops us from asking for a
story but no one knows that he will treat it as a privilege. He has become more ruthless as a storyteller. Of course to the audience. Dialogue writers have done such a clever job that one becomes confused between crying and laughing. Look at this conversation that can fool every sane person in the world. Kahan Hua Tha's interrogation? (Where does the interrogation take place?) Mein's interrogation room.
(In the interrogation room.) The film is full of such dialogue. Each character appears and gives his verbal introduction sometimes lasting up to two minutes. It needless to say that the introduction includes all useful information ranging from the name of their neighbor to their philosophy in life. One can find zooming in or out of the camera whenever the idea evaporates in their mind. Every time you change
sides in a chair, someone slaps someone. Either Dev Anand has serious doubts about the mindset of the audience or he has reached the stage as he enjoys on the expanse of Warner Brothers and poor moviegoers. A collage of blank faces, 'Chargesheet' has a completely unexpected climax. The film's surprise list doesn't end even in the final scene. Perhaps, no one on this earth can explain where and
why the film director managed to start a riot in Panchgani, where small villagers were armed with Light Machine Guns and several other high-end weapons. Never stop as soon as you're not familiar with the biggest surprises of the film. yes, there's one left. Amar Singh, yes politician, has played the role of interior minister on the 'Chargesheet', and dare not think that he will entertain you for a period lower
than 2-3 minutes. Amar Singh looks for a pretty good duration but he shouldn't be blamed because Singh is the only actor who looks natural and who doesn't swing after every second. There's a song by Asha Bhosle with Riya Sen dancing on it but it happens at the beginning only, making you unguarded for the rest of the film. Overall, it's just respect for Dev Anand that people will go to the cinema hall, if
not after 'Chargesheet', people won't dare watch another movie.#### Chargesheet is a suspenseful drama film directed by the legendary Dev Anand starring himself, Naseeruddin Shah, Jackie Shroff, Divya Dutta, Yashpal Sharma, Riya Sen, Milind Gunaji and said to be inspired by the mysterious death of Hindi film actress Divya Bharti.Filmy Pass Learn more Edit An underworld Don wants to throw his
stash in the big budget film he came to, he came to meet film director Mahesh in Panchagani who was more eager to direct the film as it was Mini is a top star who has given many hits with Mahesh but he doesn't want to throw it again Mini threatens him to expose their secret relationship in return Mahesh threatens him to kill. Mini then threatens young actor Suraj who refuses to work in turn Suraj also
threatened to kill him. Gambhir Singh The Former High Profile Policeman whose father Minnie legally broke into his room asked him to return home and the two threatened to kill each other. But Gambhir Singh forgave Mini and he was murdered the same night. Written by alex.mjacko@gmail.com Plot Summary | Add Murder Synopsis | brandy | ex-cop | film director | mistress | See All (9) » Parent Guides:
Add content advisors for parents » Edit Dev Anand's last film as an actor, writer, producer and director. The film is when he finished his 65th year as an actor, 61 years as a producer and 41 years a writer and director. See more » User Reviews
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